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Banner
Custom size

Tailor-made banners for different occasions but a  variety 
of suspension options. We offer several different  materials 
with specific properties that are good for  different 
 conditions, such as facades, fences, walls and wind 
 protection. Here are the most common banner materials 
we  produce.

Options Eyelets, Keder list, wooden pole, Velcro

Material 3–5 m2 5–25 m2 25-100 m2

Banderoll, Frontlite Standard 35,2 € 26,4 € 23,8 €

Banderoll, Mesh Standard 35,2 € 26,4 € 23,8 €

Banderoll, Fairlyn Mesh 49,6 € 37,2 € 33,5 €

Banderoll, Non Woven 35,2 € 21,1 € 19,0 €

Stronger and more elastic than PVC Mesh.
Weight reduced by 30%. Fast installation and less damage 
to the facade. 

Frontlite: Fire-rated smooth banner. With high UV resistance 
 requirements, this banner is durable and weather-resistant, 
making it ideal for outdoor use.

PVC fri NonWoven: Pressed textile in 150 g Polyester.  Suitable as 
fence banners or pallet covers. It’s durable and can withstand 
 water and exposed environments. Use for events or construction 
sites where you want to create a border around an area.

Fairlyn Mesh®: An environmentally friendly alternative to PVC ban-
ners that has the same good quality and  function. Made of 100% 
polyester without toxic solvents and heavy metals. Stronger and 
more elastic than PVC Mesh and better suited for colder climates 
because it does not stiffen and crack as easily from the cold.

Mesh: Banner material made of perforated mesh fabric. Perfect 
for buildings, fences, and exposed areas where air permeability is 
crucial. Fire-rated with high UV resistance requirements. Suitable 
for both temporary and long-term use.

The GREEN 
alternative
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Banner
Finishing

There are various suspension solutions when you are 
going to mount banners. As a standard, our banners 
come with edge reinforcement and eyelets every 50 
centimeters. 

Other hanging solutions include sewn channels for 
aluminum or wooden rods. Keder is a good alternative 
for exposed locations. Installation with keder requires a 
keder profile to be mounted on the wall.

Eyelet

In standard finishing, an eyelet is 
included every 50 centimeters.

Edge reinforcement

Double-folded material 
welded to a sturdy edge.

Keder

Diameter: 7,5 mm 
Length: Custom

Channel

Sewn channel at top and bottom for 
mounting and suspension with rod.

Standard finishing of banners included in the m2 price

Common suspension solutions to choose from at extra cost




